An early morning fire left nine college students with damaged apartments after a problem with an electrical circuit sparked flames at an East Church Street complex Monday.

Firefighters were on scene at the apartments — located at 319, 321, 323 and 325 E. Church St. — at about 2:35 a.m.

Four apartments received smoke damage in the brown, and "most" were damaged by water. Iowa City Fire Marshal Roger Jensen said The roof of the apartment building was badly damaged, and it will be a few weeks before they can be replaced, he said.

Officials estimated property damage at $75,000 and personal damages at $10,000. No one was injured in the fire, Jensen said.

The cause of the flames was pointed to the accidental ignition of insulation caused by an electrical outlet on the second story, which could have been caused by three things, Jensen said.

---

The University of Iowa has a lot of ways to improve them.

Is studying admission standards and the University of Northern Iowa, from the UI, Iowa State University, and the University of Iowa will go. But with election drawing near, the two candidates stepped up their attacks."

Iowa House bans smoking

BY JAMIE HANSEN

The Iowa House Hotel in the DMU will make all great rooms smoke-free starting Nov. 15. This recent prohibition for the hotel is yet another battle in the university’s fight against cigarette smoke. The ongoing campaign against smoking is not a new issue for Iowa City.

Starting July 1, the UI Hospitals and Clinics banned smoking on all hospital grounds. And the UI has a new ad campaign to keep the smoke-free policy.

On Oct. 3, the Iowa City Council declared all taxis must be smoke-free. Sonic Johnson County residents are wondering how far the new rules will go.
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**NEWS**

**Council looks at affordable units**

The City Council might make it mandatory for city builders to include affordable housing units in developments, but the councilors must go over the details.

**ZONING GOALS**

- **Increase the number of affordable housing units**, spread those units throughout Iowa City.
- **Affordable housing** should be available to all types of audiences.
- **Develop housing units** for low-income residents in units with lower development fees.

The City Council might be asked to mandate these goals in city developments, but it will take time to work with the city partners with other communities. Councilor Regena Bailey felt Iowa City needs to take proactive steps.

The goals of the inclusionary housing overview were to increase the supply of affordable units in Iowa City. While most councilors agreed on the goals, they also felt it was necessary to include Iowa City's neighboring towns, such as Coralville and North Liberty, for the measure to be effective. It's important to bring in and communicate with other residents. The idea behind the clinic's advertisements is to educate the public about three different issues: condom use, young people's views on sexuality, and reproductive options.

The clinic's advertisements are like a brochure, and the ads are presented in a way that's educational and not just one of those groups. The clinic's commercials are on television, and the ads are designed to educate the public about sexual health and reproductive options. Chip Central, the magazine director, said the ads do a good job of educating about the clinic.

Julie Andegea, an Iowa advertising professor, agreed with Kubby, emphasizing the importance of promoting the clinic's advertisements on television channels other than those sponsored by commercial networks.

"I think the more people you can inform, the better," she said. "It's not likely that people are going to watch church channels when they are drinking or feeling around. At that point, they might be watching Comedy Central. People are more likely to take advantage of that kind of information and retain it if it's presented in a commercial channel.

Although Kubby said the idea behind the clinic's advertisements is to educate the masses about sexual health and reproductive options, Chip Central, the magazine director, said theクリニック's goal is to educate the public about a specific issue.

He said the clinic's information should not be presented on children's channels like Cartoon Network.

"I don't think that a 30-year-old woman who is watching SpongeBob SquarePants really needs to learn about second- and third-trimester abortions," Kubby said.

The clinic's commercials are not on Nickelodeon, the channel on which "SpongeBob SquarePants" is aired. Emma Goldman advertisement efforts by placing ads for various services on mainstream television channels in Iowa City.
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Group backs cage-free eggs

CAGE-FREE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A
She added that extra students were needed because of the expanding membership from Hillcrest, West High, and City High, and the equivalent representation of the communities.

Voting for the cage-free policy continued for a third day while not all residence representatives were present for those present agreed to go with cage-free eggs.

Pete Wahl, a residence representative in Cloud 11, said he encouraged students to vote for cage-free eggs. Wahl was quoted as saying, “It’s not that bad,” Sullivan added. As a countywide ban is “unrealistic,” Sitig declined to discuss this issue.

The most likely is a short circuit, but an overloaded outlet is also possible. The other possible cause is a fault in the lines, which could be over-current, which would create jobs in the state.
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FIRE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

“I think we could probably think of a more profound question than that,” Nussle replied.

The debate comes in the shadow of a Des Moines Register poll that showed Culver breaking the previous deadlock in the governor race by grabbing a seven-point lead over Nussle.

“I am going to work tirelessly until 2 a.m. on Nov. 7,” Culver said when asked about the poll, implying that the campaign is far from over.
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Organic food not high on UI’s priority list

With the opening of Tail’s Natural Foods and the popularity of the New Pioneer Coop, people might expect that UI students would want to get organic foods in the cafeterias, but this is not necessarily the case.

— Nathan Rolfs of the UI Environmental Coalition

Pentagon mum on photographer

By Robert Tanner

NEW YORK — The Pentagon has broken a request from a journalist organization seeking more information and a denial on Bilal Hussein, an Associated Press photographer held without charges in Iraq for six months in August for his refusal to cooperate with the U.S. military.

Pentagon spokesman Bryan Williams in response to a committee of the Senate lst Committee to Protect Journalists, did not provide details about why Iraqi photographer Bilal Hussein was not released without charges at a U.S. prison, as some Iraqi government officials have claimed that the military’s long-standing assertion that it detained Hussein under U.S. military regulations and in accord with the Geneva Conventions.

Hussein was arrested in Ramadi on April 12. The military has said he was in the company of two alleged insurgents, in an apartment where there were bomb-making materials, and that his detention was for “imperative reasons of security” under U.N. resolutions and in accord with the Geneva Conventions.
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BY EMMIELE BARNES
THE DAILY IOWAN

With America’s population poised to reach 300 million at around 6:46 this morning, some U.S. officials voiced concerns about the strain the increasing numbers of people will place on the environment.

“There’s a balance between the number of people and the environment,” said one person.

Bosco, a UC geography professor, said, “We’ve had a smaller footprint, having more people there already was a problem.”

To calculate the population, the U.S. Census Bureau took a look at the number of births, deaths and migration. According to the United States, one person is born every 15 seconds, one dies every 30 seconds, and 25 move in every 15 seconds. So there are around 1 million births, deaths and migration every day.

The census bureau said one person every 15 seconds.

The exactly average number of people per 100 million is 2,926,324, and in 2000, the population was 2,926,324.

Honey agreed that America must be wise enough to wake up to environmental degradation.

“Unless we were in the mode of doing a little bit more around Balad,” Lt. Col. Christopher Garver said.

The U.S. command said 7,200 troops moved against 2,000 Iraqi forces in the operation.

President Bush, meanwhile, did not comment on what, if any, political decisions to sit on a new committee, and the Baghdad, Iraq, and army units involved in operations around Balad.

“We are also providing quick reaction forces to the Iraqi police and army. The 1A and IP are in the lead with the operations around Balad,” Lt. Col. Charles Cramer said.

The two Royal, because the base on the outpatient of the world’s largest, 15,000 aircraft a day.

Iraqis celebrate as a British military vehicle burns after being hit by a rocket-propelled grenade in Basra, Iraq, on Monday.

Honey said, “There’s a balance between the number of people and the environment.”

“We want to join those whose feet were in the door and are tired of our own feet,” he said.

Honey said that in Iowa, the population was 2,926,324, and in 1990, it was 2,926,324.

In Johnson County, an average of 119 people occupy each square mile, according to the bureau.

Tiffany Hartman holds her new baby daughter, Natalie, while visiting friends and family on the U.S. military ward on Monday.

The U.S. toll rose to 58 killed in the first two weeks of October, which — if this pace continues — would make the month the worst for coalition forces since 1017 U.S. and 10 British soldiers died in January 2005.

BY STEVEN R. HURST

VIOLENCE SURGES IN IRAQ

The U.S. tally rose to 58 killed in the first two weeks of October, which — if this pace continues — would make the month the worst for coalition forces since 1017 U.S. and 10 British soldiers died in January 2005.

Iraqi police said the death toll had been raised to 58 killed in the U.S.-led assault.

But the British military said it had raised the U.S. toll to 58 killed in the attack.

Iraqis celebrate as a British military vehicle burns after being hit by a rocket-propelled grenade in Basra, Iraq, on Monday.

Honey said American would benefit from placing population on people to help safeguard the environment. Some examples would include making citizens pay to buy a vehicle and then pay another fee to throw it away.

If people pay to pick up the waste disposal of the cars, they might be wise enough to wake up to environmental degradation before it’s too late.
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After nuclear testing, solid front needed to face North Korea

Geopolitical stability was dealt a sharp blow after North Korea’s test of a nuclear device last week. The United States finally provided confirmation Monday, saying its surveillance has proved the test spread radioactive material. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice is due to visit Japan, South Korea, and China this week to coordinate the implementation of the six-party talks committee resolution 1718. But they will not be without difficulty — China has already balked at stopping North Korea’s cargo ships. But Rice must work her hardest to ensure cooperation from the three Asian nations and Russia. Multilateral diplomacy is a must in this situation, for all parties.

It is likely that Japan and South Korea will back the U.N. line. But neither country is a permanent veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security Council, as Russia and China are. Rice must persuade Moscow and Beijing that it is in their interest to strongly oppose North Korea’s actions and that Kim Jong Il is a dangerous threat to East Asian stability.

As an arms race in East Asia would be disastrous, but if it is obvious Japan and South Korea will not tolerate a nuclear North Korea in their midst. The defected North Korean defectors the Koreans have already admitted their claim: It is hard to find a heavy concentration of opposing armed forces anywhere else in the world.

Britain, which has a nuclear deterrent on the Korean peninsula has suddenly escalated the stakes dramatically against Russia and forced the United States to take language in the decision. UN resolution removing the right to take military action if North Korea does not comply. Indeed, China and Russia are the only powers truly capable of keeping Pyongyang in line. The accidental incursion of five North Korean soldiers across the border last week must be an isolated incident, and Moscow and Beijing must see it that way. Likewise, the United States, Japan, and South Korea must not be gridlocked into irrational steps because of North Korean actions.

The nuclear crisis now stands at nine of nine (if one includes Iraq). But North Korea’s official entry does not bode well for future nonproliferation efforts. The United States needs to take the lead in limiting — powerfully — the spread of nuclear weapons. The Bush administration’s actions are a mixed bag. It has rightly opposed Iran’s nuclear program but turned a blind eye to India ignoring the nonproliferation treaty. Nuclear weapons are an abomination — and in a perfect world would not exist. But nuclear weapons do exist, and it is of the highest necessity to keep them in relatively responsible hands.

Many critics of the Bush administration contend that its reluctance to engage in bilateral negotiations with Pyongyang was folly. Regardless of the latest round of North Korea’s test, it is clear only newly empty out of the question. North Korea has deliberately struck in the face of such an opposition of all interested parties. Those interested parties must now maintain a solid front against Pyongyang.
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ON THE SPOT

The Golden Rule of the Road

On Friday and Saturday nights, every- one floods to the bars. Though a policy change might alter the situation, car drivers honestly say that a change of policy will prevent accidents.

What about the younger group that still jaywalks? Perhaps drinking does not make a person less able, but, suddenly, drugged, keeping the peace, and buying legal alcohol substitute will become the most popular pastime of the road.

Those who wish to drink will still find the bars, but they will no longer see either my friends drinking at a bar or me, perhaps, running across Iowa City police, putting themselves in more danger at an out-of-control traffic hour. Increased enforcement at house parties may be the best deterrent. But deciding whether a party might develop into a problem is often difficult. If the party is broken up, it may be too late.

Eastern Iowa has a traffic rule problem.

Ambera Bailey

21-Only would create new problem

Lately, there has been much con- versation on the Iowa City bar pol- icies. As a person who abstains from alcohol, I want to state that I can see both sides of the issue.

Law enforcement has every right to check the bars on a Friday night, say 10 p.m. Police found their closed bars last night after the bar closing. With staggeringdrunks, many of them staggering, the bars that are open are creating a place for alcohol from selling alcohol to those under 21.

But what about those of us who do not go to the bars? How do our con- sumers into a state of oblivion? What about those who drive to the bars to have a night of non-alcoholic fun sans the worries of being pulled over? The group that must suffer is this controversy.

There are plenty of places for those under 21: Iowa City is a country- side with a diversity of every kind. But let’s talk, what is the greatest threat to world peace?

James Head

What is the greatest threat to world peace?

It was 1993. I was a professor at Virginia Tech. And I was jaywalking.

What does this rule amount to? It means all of us — motorists, pedestrians, and drunk drivers — must be on the same path and make for peaceful coexistence on our roadways and sidewalks: Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. The Golden Rule of the Road.

Sure, there are plenty of places for those under 21. But what about those of us who do not go to the bars? How do our consumers into a state of oblivion? What about those who drive to the bars to have a night of non-alcoholic fun sans the worries of being pulled over? The group that must suffer is this controversy.

21-Only would create a new problem in the way that it is. It is true that in a country of the same name, the United States is only going to be able to achieve a brighter future.

Sure, there are plenty of places for those under 21: Iowa City is a country- side with a diversity of every kind. But let’s talk about the greatest threat to world peace?

What does this rule amount to? It means all of us — motorists, pedestrians, and drunk drivers — must be on the same path and make for peaceful coexistence on our roadways and sidewalks: Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. The Golden Rule of the Road.

What is the greatest threat to world peace?

It was 1993. I was a professor at Virginia Tech. And I was jaywalking.

What does this rule amount to? It means all of us — motorists, pedestrians, and drunk drivers — must be on the same path and make for peaceful coexistence on our roadways and sidewalks: Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. The Golden Rule of the Road.
**BRIANA RUNYAN**

Talk about exercising the right to free speech. Members of the post-punk band Plot to Blow up the Eiffel Tower don mock-Ike扎ard pants during their shows. For them, there is no possibility of a cookie-cutter punk band image.

**CONCERT**

**The Grudge 2**

**Where:** Coral Ridge 10 
**When:** 6 p.m. today 
**Admission:** $2.50

**The Grudge 2** is a fun house of cheap, froth-making scares devoid of all things genuine. A couple in Tokyo who egg on the mousy new detective, Kiyoshi Kurosawa, while the Japanese are forlorn croaking sound. That, coupled with the marvelous character actors and a sense where there was no ghost before. Shot **C**) shot a scene where there was no ghost before. The film's menacing imagery, makes up for the film's many shortcomings.

Despite its many shortcomings, The Grudge 2 is a film that stands as a modern masterpiece. The plot's red armbands—with the group's logo printed on them—faced angry mobs at nearly every show; tires were slashed, fights broke out, and clubs shut their doors on them. Welchez insists that all of this was an unfortunate fact, seeing as the premise attempts to, well, be unique.
**SPORTS DECK**

**SCORING**

**NHL**

- NY Rangers @ New Jersey 2
- Carolina @ Tampa Bay 3
- Ottawa @ San Jose 2
- Boston @ New York Rangers 1
- Chicago @ St. Louis 2
- Minnesota @ Florida 0

**NFL**

- Chicago @ Arizona 23
- Nashville @ New York Islanders 2
- New York Rangers @ Carolina 4
- New Jersey @ New York Islanders 2

**SCOREBOARD**

**COLLEGE FOOTBALL**

- More Brawl, Fallout, 48

**DAILY IOWAN.COM**

**DI**

**PHONE:**

- 1-800-262-2842

**COMES QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, & SUGGESTIONS.**

**DAILY IOWAN.COM**

**DI**

**ON CABLE**

- 4, OR WATCH DTV.

**FEBRUARY 20, 2006**

**Atlatl bit of history spearing the past**

**BY KEVIN MCMLLEN**

**It's a strange sight. People walking down the sidewalk with 7-foot spears over their shoulders or boarding the bus with long pointed projectiles tucked non-conspicuously under their arms. Invasion of the Amazons? No. It's just time for atlatl practice.**

Atlatl, an ancient method of throwing spears used for thousands of years on every continent except Africa and Antarctica, was introduced to Iowa City in 2003. Since that time, the club has sought to introduce the community to the ways of the ancients and to recreate a connection to people and methods lost in the past.

"Anything that gets 15 students together on a Saturday afternoon, in a park, talking about ancient cultures — that's unique," said Alex Woods, the coach and founder of the local atlatl club. Woods, an anthropology graduate student, is the captain of the Atlatl team at Grinnell College, and was the first coach before forming the club in Iowa City.

A fairly simple sport, atlatl involves throwing a 5- to 7-foot long spear at a target, generally at a distance of 15 to 20 meters. The spear is thrown using a short wooden device, an atlatl, that acts as a lever, giving the dart added accuracy and velocity.

Adding to the innate cultural experience, members of the club construct all the equipment themselves, using bits of salvaged and donated material.

"We get donated antlers, wood, and stones," Woods said. "We go digging through the trash looking for materials, and we use only hand tools. A lot of work and thought goes into making your equipment."**

**SCHLOTZHAUER, PAGE 3B**

**By Kevin McMullen**

**Cross-Country**

**Runner Schlotzhauer coming on strong**

**BY ALEX JOHNSON**

**The Old Iowa**

Some athletes are stars from the beginning, some have work to do, and some are just a breath away.

Sophomore cross-country runner Blake Schlotzhauer is the third.

After lettering last season with a best time of 25:28, he is starting to reap the rewards, having sealed 16 seconds off the mark at the 14 Pre-Nationals.

"He was recruited as an excellent runner," senior co-captain Jeff Kent said. "But this year, he's just a completely different runner."

Kent and the rest of his teammates cited his work ethic - a cliché among runners but heavily emphasized in conversations about the second-year runner.

The benefits are profound. Just last weekend, Schlotzhauer was 13 seconds off the time of Kent, placing 144th as the fifth Hawkeyes to cross the finish line. Schlotzhauer's performance was a key addition to the fifth place team Iowa earned in Pre-Nationals, especially considering the point differential to sixth-place Kansas was a mere seven points.

"Schlotzhauer is ready to progress even further," Kent said. "Last year, he had some trouble, but this year will be a huge impact on how the team finishes - I'm very excited about it. It's added pressure, but it's good pressure. I mainly just try to listen to the coach and implementing the things he tells me."

— Blake Schlotzhauer, runner

**SCHLOTZHAUER, PAGE 3B**

**By Alex Johnson**

**MLB**

**Macha out in Oakland**

**By Kevin McMullen**

**OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — The A's are on the hunt for a new manager of the Oakland Athletics on Monday, two days after the AL West champions were swept out of the playoffs by the Red Sox.**

Macha had two years left on his contract. The A's went 388-280 in his four seasons as manager but have frustrated management and their fans by failing to get into the World Series.

"I don't want to point the finger at Ken or Billy Beane," manager Ron Washington (Texas) are not coming back next year."

In an odd episode last October, the Athletics parted ways with Macha as their manager — and then retired him a week later.

"Not to fault either side, but I felt a disconnect, on a lot of levels," general manager Billy Beane said. "The story is, he was getting ready to point the finger at Ken or anything like that. But that disconnect was there, and it was something we needed to address, as soon as possible."

This decision did not affect the roster, but through Brian Sager (San Francisco), Frank Robinson (Washington), and Buck Showalter (Texas) are not coming back next year.

**SCHLOTZHAUER, PAGE 3B**

**By Kevin McMullen**

**Banged-up Iowa faces tough task**

**BY DAN PARR**

**The Daily Iowan**

Unlike the Iowa football team's number in the loss column, which grew only by one, Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz didn't offer any injuries as an excuse for his team's two-game losing streak. Ferentz knocked on the door of the game, saying he hoped new injuries wouldn't "affect anybody "too significantly."

He may not have..."
SPORTS

SPORTS 'N' STUFF

By Chuck Schoffner

ASSOCIATED PRESS

AMES — Iowa State's young defensive backs had to stand up once already this week, but what might await them soon?

The real test will come Saturday, when they have to stand up against one of the nation's most prolific passers.

Iowa State will face Texas Tech and the pass-happy attack of its quarterback, Michael Crabtree. That's why coach Dan McClary said Tuesday night at Kansas State that Crabtree, who averaged 18.3 yards per reception when playing in his secondary stand up at a key moment, is "frankenstein-scary good, the Tigers can manufacture this one.

The nightmare appears to be back again. Although that Mets lineup is a postseason juggernaut, with .414 batting average, and Beltran is one of its fastest and most dangerous. His career against the Cardinals is .291, but his home-run numbers against them to seven.

The rest of the lineup provides as much potential as Beltran and Delgado bring production. David Wright is one of the baseball's best hitters right now and Delgado bring production. David Wright is one of the baseball's best hitters right now and the Cardinals average a four-run margin

The Tigers have good starting pitchers behind him — the Mets offer an arm above him. Jim Edmonds and Scott Rolen are on the downside of their careers, but John Olerud and Jose Reyes is third basemen, while Jose Reyes is batting .344. The rest of the lineup provides as much potential as Beltran and Delgado.

The Mets will not need a Buckner, but Jim Edmonds and after Carpenter, there is no dominant closer Billy Wagner and his rocket arm. If the Mets, they have the ability to make a case for these Red Birds from Arch City.

"You're on scholarship; step up now," he said to the Iowa State players last Wednesday. "You're on scholarship; step up now."

But I can't lie — I wanted to argue for the Cardinals this postseason. The Mets average a four-run margin of victory when he pitches this postseason. — the Cardinals average a four-run margin of victory when he pitches this postseason. — the Cardinals average a four-run margin of victory when he pitches this postseason.

Beltran's home-run numbers against them to seven. The rest of the lineup provides as much potential as Beltran and Delgado.
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SPEAR THROWING
Club attempts to bring back ancient atlatl

It’s one thing to see and learn about it in class. But by actually doing it, you make a fun connection and learn so much more.

— Marie Richards, graduate student

He said he is lobbying for the acceptance of atlatl, a weapon used by the future of the club in Iowa City by the time he leaves in a few years.

“I want to see one of these Hawks hold an atlatl,” he said. “That’s cool.”

Kevin McMullen
E-mail: Kevin-Mcmullen@uiowa.edu

Hawkeye QB Drew Tate’s pass to Trey Stross falls incomplete during the fourth quarter on Oct. 14 in Bloomington, Ind.

INJURIES FORCE HAWK SHIFTS

Hawkeye QB Drew Tate’s pass to Trey Stross falls incomplete during the fourth quarter on Oct. 14 in Bloomington, Ind.

HAWKEYE SCHLOTZHAUER KNOWN FOR HARD WORK

Sportologists and students from the UI have yet to recognize the acceptance of atlatl, an important cultural and learning aspect. Kevin McMullen

SPORTS

SPEAR THROWING
Continued from page 6

“It really helps you understand the decisions that people had to make in the past,” said Woods. “Members of the club, the sportology profi- or archeology major, said the work is fun and catching a glimpse of the past is rewarding.

“It’s one thing to see and learn about it in class,” said anthropology graduate stu- dent Marie Richards. “But by actually doing it, you make a fun connection and learn so much more.”

Woods said that aside from the friendly competition, UI has many other benefits.

“I get students interested in other cultures, regardless of major,” he said. “It’s also a good physical activity, and really interested in anthropology. It helps draw people into the major.”

However, despite the success of the club, the sportology major says the UI has yet to recognize the acceptance of atlatl.

“I want to see one of these Hawks hold an atlatl,” he said. “That’s cool.”

Kevin McMullen
E-mail: Kevin-Mcmullen@uiowa.edu
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MIAMI (AP) — Miami President Donna Shalala agreed Friday to suspend football coach Larry Coker for one game in response to a brawl involving 12 players from both teams and about 20 others that erupted during Saturday’s game against Florida International.

Shalala said she would impose no further punishments on players involved in the brawl at Coral Gables, Fla. The ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended 12 players, four from each team. The conference also suspended Bondurant Smith, Mannie Wellington, and Reams, Lionell Singleton, Samuel Smith, Manny Wellington, and Chandler Williams.

Shalala also said she agreed to the NCAA’s suspension of one game following the brawl. Miami President Donna Shalala issued the statement.

"Regardless of who started it, this was an embarrassing display of unprofessionalism on both sides," she said. "Unfortunately, there were no innocents."

The ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended Reddick, Curtis Armour, Chris Harmony, James Lyons, Tyrone Byrd, DaJuan Farr, Ryan Hill, Brian Johnson, Charlie Jones, Brandon Meriwether, Brian Monroe, Birmi M’Baye, and Randy Phillips.

All will miss Oct. 14’s game at Duke.

"These suspensions send a clear message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated," The ACC said.

In addition to McFarland and Chris Smith, the San Belt Conference and Florida International (5-7) suspended Michael Liu, Robert Mitchell, Quintin Newman, Cory Fleming, Randall Smith, Kermit’s Wonderful Photos to DVD and Video.

"There is no place in higher education for the type of conduct exhibited," Sun Belt Commissioner Wright Waters said.

The NCAA, in a statement released Monday, called the fight "an ugly stain on college football."

"It’s disgraceful. It’s amazing. I’ve run his head, and slammed it into an

Smith and McFarland will remain on scholarship in an educational capacity. One-game suspensions for Reddick and 12 Miami teammates were announced Sunday. Other disciplinary measures for the players may include community service and other unspecified actions, the school said in a statement.

"Miami President Donna Shalala said in an open letter that the fight "was of such magnitude, the damage done to college football."

"These suspensions send a clear and definitive message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated," NCAA said.

"It is absurd that the actions taken on the field will result in a second-consecutive suspension. The coming week, Sugar Bowl is at it again when newly launched (1-0) in East Lansing. The Illini needed to plant their flag in the ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended 12 players, four from each team. The conference also suspended Bondurant Smith, Mannie Wellington, and Reams, Lionell Singleton, Samuel Smith, Manny Wellington, and Chandler Williams.

"Regardless of who started it, this was an embarrassing display of unprofessionalism on both sides," she said. "Unfortunately, there were no innocents."

The ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended Reddick, Curtis Armour, Chris Harmony, James Lyons, Tyrone Byrd, DaJuan Farr, Ryan Hill, Brian Johnson, Charlie Jones, Brandon Meriwether, Brian Monroe, Birmi M’Baye, and Randy Phillips.

All will miss Oct. 14’s game at Duke.
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Smith and McFarland will remain on scholarship in an educational capacity. One-game suspensions for Reddick and 12 Miami teammates were announced Sunday. Other disciplinary measures for the players may include community service and other unspecified actions, the school said in a statement.

"Miami President Donna Shalala said in an open letter that the fight "was of such magnitude, the damage done to college football."

"These suspensions send a clear and definitive message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated," NCAA said.

"It is absurd that the actions taken on the field will result in a second-consecutive suspension. The coming week, Sugar Bowl is at it again when newly launched (1-0) in East Lansing. The Illini needed to plant their flag in the ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended 12 players, four from each team. The conference also suspended Bondurant Smith, Mannie Wellington, and Reams, Lionell Singleton, Samuel Smith, Manny Wellington, and Chandler Williams.

"Regardless of who started it, this was an embarrassing display of unprofessionalism on both sides," she said. "Unfortunately, there were no innocents."

The ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended Reddick, Curtis Armour, Chris Harmony, James Lyons, Tyrone Byrd, DaJuan Farr, Ryan Hill, Brian Johnson, Charlie Jones, Brandon Meriwether, Brian Monroe, Birmi M’Baye, and Randy Phillips.

All will miss Oct. 14’s game at Duke.

"These suspensions send a clear and definitive message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated," NCAA said.

In addition to McFarland and Chris Smith, the San Belt Conference and Florida International (5-7) suspended Michael Liu, Robert Mitchell, Quintin Newman, Cory Fleming, Randall Smith, Kermit’s Wonderful Photos to DVD and Video.

"There is no place in higher education for the type of conduct exhibited," Sun Belt Commissioner Wright Waters said.
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Smith and McFarland will remain on scholarship in an educational capacity. One-game suspensions for Reddick and 12 Miami teammates were announced Sunday. Other disciplinary measures for the players may include community service and other unspecified actions, the school said in a statement.

"Miami President Donna Shalala said in an open letter that the fight "was of such magnitude, the damage done to college football."

"These suspensions send a clear and definitive message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated," NCAA said.

"It is absurd that the actions taken on the field will result in a second-consecutive suspension. The coming week, Sugar Bowl is at it again when newly launched (1-0) in East Lansing. The Illini needed to plant their flag in the ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended 12 players, four from each team. The conference also suspended Bondurant Smith, Mannie Wellington, and Reams, Lionell Singleton, Samuel Smith, Manny Wellington, and Chandler Williams.

"Regardless of who started it, this was an embarrassing display of unprofessionalism on both sides," she said. "Unfortunately, there were no innocents."

The ACC and Miami (4-2) suspended Reddick, Curtis Armour, Chris Harmony, James Lyons, Tyrone Byrd, DaJuan Farr, Ryan Hill, Brian Johnson, Charlie Jones, Brandon Meriwether, Brian Monroe, Birmi M’Baye, and Randy Phillips.

All will miss Oct. 14’s game at Duke.

"These suspensions send a clear and definitive message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated," NCAA said.

In addition to McFarland and Chris Smith, the San Belt Conference and Florida International (5-7) suspended Michael Liu, Robert Mitchell, Quintin Newman, Cory Fleming, Randall Smith, Kermit’s Wonderful Photos to DVD and Video.

"There is no place in higher education for the type of conduct exhibited," Sun Belt Commissioner Wright Waters said.

The NCAA, in a statement released Monday, called the fight "an ugly stain on college football."

"It’s disgraceful. It’s amazing. I’ve run his head, and slammed it into an
Cubs snap Pinella as manager

BY ROBERT MILLWARD

GLendale, Ariz. — Even on a horrendous night for Ben Grossman, the Chicago Bears were able to hold on for a 24-23 victory over the Cardinals.

The Bears defense forced four turnovers and limited Arizona to 17 first downs. Ben Grossman, who had a career-high 428 passing yards and four touchdowns, completed 34 of 51 passes for 428 yards. Chicago improved to 5-0 for the first time since 2006.

Grossman led the Bears to a 24-0 lead with his first two touchdown passes. He finished 22 of 29 for 204 yards and one interception.

In the second quarter, he converted third-and-11 to seal the win. Grossman was 15 of 22 for 157 yards and two touchdowns.

The Bears scored on three of their first four possessions, and the defense held Arizona to 17 first downs.

The Bears limited Arizona to 17 first downs, and Ben Grossman completed 23 of 29 passes for 204 yards and one interception.

The Bears defense held Arizona to 17 first downs and their fifth straight win.
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